Proxim Receives Network Products Guide 2008 Product Innovation Award

Proxim's QuickBridge 60250 Named Winner in the Millimeter Wave Radio Category

SAN JOSE, CA, Jun 09, 2008 (MARKET WIRE via COMTEX News Network) -- Proxim Wireless Corporation (NASDAQ: PRXM), a leader in core-to-client solutions for broadband wireless networks, today announced that Network Products Guide, a Silicon Valley Communications publication and a leading publicatin on technologies and solutions, has named the Proxim QuickBridge 60250 point-to-point wireless bridge a winner of the 2008 Product Innovation Award. This annual award recognizes and honors vendors from all over the world with innovative and ground-breaking products that are bringing essential and incremental changes and are setting the bar higher for others in all areas of information technology.

Proxim's QuickBridge 60250 is a point-to-point wireless hop-in-a-box that provides 250 Mbps of capacity in the 60 GHz unlicensed spectrum. The QuickBridge 60250's small form factor, alignment bracket and alignment scope make it easy to deploy and install. The QuickBridge 60250 is therefore well suited to not only network operator, enterprise and municipal applications but also for rapid construction of temporary networks for special events and when responding to disasters. Its low power consumption enables use of alternate power sources, such as solar power. The QuickBridge 60250 offers very low latency, making it ideal for voice and video applications. To read more about this product innovation, please visit www.networkproductsguide.com/innovations/.

"The goal of any product innovation must always remain a positive change, making or improving solutions better than before," says Rake Narang, editor-in-chief, Network Products Guide. "Innovative products such as the QuickBridge 60250 are bringing improvements for the rapid deployment of high-performance wireless broadband networks."

"Network Products Guide's recognition of our QuickBridge 60250 solution is yet another validation of Proxim's investment in the point-to-point carrier and enterprise market," said Geoffrey Smith, Vice President of Marketing and Business Development at Proxim Wireless. "Proxim has a long history of innovation in wireless broadband, and this award illustrates our continued commitment to staying ahead of the market."

About Network Products Guide Awards

Network Products Guide published from Silicon Valley is a leading provider of products, technologies and vendor related research and analysis. You will discover a wealth of information in this guide including product innovations, roadmaps, industry directions, technology advancements and independent product evaluations that facilitate in making the most pertinent technology decisions impacting business and personal goals. The guide follows conscientious research methodologies developed and enhanced by industry experts. To learn more, visit www.networkproductsguide.com.

About Proxim Wireless

Proxim Wireless Corporation (NASDAQ: PRXM) is a leader in core-to-client solutions for broadband wireless networks. Our systems enable a variety of wireless applications including security and surveillance, VoIP, last mile access, enterprise LAN and PtP backhaul. We have shipped more than 1.5 million wireless devices to more than 200,000 customers worldwide. Proxim is ISO-9001 certified. Information about Proxim can be found at www.proxim.com. For investor relations information, e-mail ir@proxim.com or call +1 408-542-5303.

Safe Harbor Statement

Statements in this press release that are not statements of historical facts are forward-looking statements that involve risks, uncertainties, and assumptions. Our actual results may differ materially from the results anticipated in these forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements involve risks and uncertainties that could contribute to such differences including those relating to difficulties in overcoming the network installation and operational challenges relating to any specific customer or geographical area; factors beyond our control such as weather, geographic, governmental, and interference issues; and difficulties or delays in supplying products with the features, performance, compliances, certifications, cost, price, and other characteristics desired by customers. Further information on these and other factors that could affect our actual results is and will be included in filings made by Proxim Wireless Corporation from time to time with the Securities and Exchange Commission and in our other public statements.
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